
MODELS
Physical models are for sale in the chemistry stockroom (Crellin); other options: Prentice Hall Model Set for Organic Chemistry; Molecular Visions by Darling Models

ALSO: Caltech has a site license for ChemBioDraw 3D Ultra – included 3D modeling capability molview.org is a good model-building web site; others are available.

GRADING
4 in-class quizzes 400 points total
unequal point values: 1st quiz 70 points, then 90, 120, and 120 points
6 homework sets 300 points total
Take Home Final Exam 300 points total.

RECITATIONS
Recitation sections are on Tuesday and Wednesday nights at 7 PM in room 151 Crellin.
Questions that arise from class lectures will be addressed, and sample problems will be worked out. Attendance is not mandatory, but is highly recommended.

HOMEWORK COLLABORATION POLICY
You may work together in small groups on homework problems. However, everyone must contribute to the effort. In addition, division of labor (some students work on one problem; others on another) is explicitly forbidden. If you get stuck, the best solution is to ask a TA. Consulting the internet or the Study Guide/Solutions Manual for answers is forbidden.

QUIZZES AND THE FINAL ARE CLOSED-BOOK, CLOSED NOTES. HOMEWORKS ARE DUE IN CLASS.

TENTATIVE SCHEDULE:
Homework #1  out Monday, Oct 2; due Friday Oct 6
Quiz #1       Monday, Oct 9
Homework #2  out Wednesday, Oct 11; due Monday Oct 16
Homework #3  out Friday, Oct 20; due Wednesday Oct 25
Quiz #2       Friday, Oct 27
Homework #4  out Friday, Nov 3; due Wednesday Nov 8
Homework #5  out Friday Nov 10; due Wednesday Nov 15
Quiz #3       Monday, Nov 13
Homework #6  out Monday, Nov 20; due Monday Nov 27
Quiz #4       Wednesday, Nov 29
Final         OUT: Friday Dec 1; Due Thursday Dec 7, NOON in 357 Crellin